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Operational definition
An operational definition is a result of the process of
operationalization and is used to define something (e.g.
a variable, term, or object) in terms of a process (or set of
validation tests) needed to determine its existence,
duration, and quantity. Since the degree of
operationalization can vary itself, it can result in a more

or less operational definition.
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PEOPLE ALSO ASK

What is the opposite of operational?



What does operations mean?



What is an operational variable?



How to operationally define variables?



ADJECTIVE

Operational definition - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operational_definition
An operational definition is the articulation of operationalization (or statement of
procedures) used in defining the terms of a process (or set of validation tests) needed to
determine the nature of an item or phenomenon (a variable, term, or object) and its
properties such as duration, quantity, extension in space, chemical composition, etc. â€¦

Operational definition | Psychology Wiki | FANDOM â€¦
psychology.wikia.com/wiki/Operational_definition

Overview Contents Relevance to scientific practice Relevance to philosophy

Assessment | Biopsychology | Comparative | Cognitive | Developmental | Language |
Individual differences | Personality | Philosophy | Social | Methods | Statistics | Clinical |
Educational | Industrial | Professional items | World psychology |

See more on psychology.wikia.com · Text under CC-BY-SA license

op·er·a·tion·al
[ËŒäpÉ™ËˆrÄ�SH(É™)n(É™)l]

in or ready for use.
"the new laboratory is fully operational"
synonyms: up and running · running · working · functioning · operative · in operation ·
in use · in action · going · in working order · workable · [more]

relating to the routine functioning and activities of a business or organization.
"the coffee bar's initial operational costs"

engaged in or relating to active operations of the armed forces, police, or
emergency services.
"an operational fighter squadron"

Operational Definition definition | Psychology Glossary ...
https://www.alleydog.com/glossary/definition.php?term=Operational...
Operational Definition A statement of the procedures or ways in which a researcher is
going to measure behaviors or qualities. For example, let's say you wanted measure and
define "life change".

Operational definition (What is it? When is it used ...
www.pqsystems.com/.../DataCollectionTools/operational_definition.php
Operational definition What is it? An operational definition, when applied to data
collection, is a clear, concise detailed definition of a measure. The need for â€¦

Operational | Definition of Operational by Merriam-
Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/operational
Definition of operational for English Language Learners: ready for use : able to be used:
of or relating to the operation of a business or machine.

Videos of operational definition
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See more videos of operational definition
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See more translations
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YouTube · 6/8/2017 ·
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Operational Definition | Encyclopedia of Psychology
https://psychcentral.com/encyclopedia/operational-definition
Operational Definition By Renée Grinnell Identifies one or more specific, observable
events or conditions such that any other researcher can â€¦

Operational - definition of operational by The Free â€¦
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/operational
op·er·a·tion·al (Å�pâ€²É™-rÄ�â€²shÉ™-nÉ™l) adj. 1. Of or relating to an operation or a
series of operations. 2. Of, intended for, or involved in military operations. 3 ...

An operational definition is how we (the researcher ...
www.qcc.cuny.edu/socialsciences/cbluestone/research-methods...
An operational definition is how we (the researcher) decide to measure our the variables
in our study (variable = anything that can be measured).

Operational Definitions - Indiana University Bloomington
www.indiana.edu/~p1013447/dictionary/operat.htm
To return to the exercise , close this browser window.. Operational Definitions. Mental
processes can not be observed directly, because all psychological concepts and labels,
like learning, memory, motivation, personality, etc, are inside your mind/brain.
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